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A common boundary value problem is the mixed boundary value 
problem, which takes the form 
Lu =,f, in Sz, Mu = f2 on C, U= f3 on anp (0.1) 
for elliptic operators L, and the form 
PM =f, in L? x (0, T), Mu = fi on C x (0, T), 
u=f30n(dQ;2\z:)x(o, ~)uQx (0) (0.2 1 
for parabolic operators P. Here M is some first order oblique differential 
operator on a relatively open subset C of (1sZ, and Sz is some bounded, con- 
nected open subset of R”. Questions of existence and regularity for 
generalized solutions of (0.1) and (0.2) have been well studied (see [6; 9; 
17, Sect. 50; 191 and the references in [ 1,4]) and are readily handled by 
techniques developed for the corresponding Dirichlet problem (where C is 
empty) and oblique derivative problem (where C is all of a!Z)). 
Although it is generally accepted that (0.1) and (0.2) have classical 
solutions under appropriate smoothness hypotheses on the sets and 
(known) functions involved, the literature contains surprisingly little on 
this subject. When C is closed (and hence C and &?\Z are separated by a 
non-zero distance), existence and regularity of classical solutions can be 
inferred readily from the standard theory for oblique derivative and 
Dirichlet problems; however, when C is not closed, the situation is quite 
different. The only detailed study of existence of classical solutions in this 
case known to the author is [16] wherein Miranda obtains an existence 
and regularity theorem for (0.1) when A4 is the conormal derivative 
operator associated with L; he also assumes that the manifolds-with-boun- 
dary C and aCI\Z are quite smooth, that they meet at a non-zero angle, 
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and that C lie in a hyperplane (although this last assumption can be 
relaxed). In [ 1,2,4], Azzam and Kreyszig have a stronger regularity result 
than Miranda, but they consider only normal derivative problems 
(although their method seems to imply that they are really looking at a 
conormal problem), and they assume that Z and %2\Z meet at a suf- 
ficiently small angle. 
Our results are for general oblique operators M and for domains where 
E and aQ\Z meet at arbitrary angles. Moreover, we allow aQ\Z to be 
merely Lipschitz. In such case we show that classical solutions exist and are 
continuous. We also prove Holder-continuity of solutions when the angles 
are non-zero and f3 is Holder-continuous. (We point out that in [ 1, 2, 3,4, 
161, f3 is assumed to be much smoother.) 
The method to be used in deriving the existence theorems is a 
modification of the Perron process [lS] usually reserved for Dirichlet 
problems. We use an adaptation, given in [14] for oblique derivative 
problems. After presenting some preliminary definitions and a basic 
Schauder-type stimate in Section 1, we demonstrate the extension of this 
process to mixed problems for elliptic operators in Section 2. Regularity 
results are proved in Section 3 for elliptic problems, Results for parabolic 
problems are given in Section 4. When specialized to the second and third 
initial-boundary value problems (i.e., Z= an), our results give a more 
elementary approach to the standard existence theorems. We use neither 
the integral representation of Pogorzelski (see [7, Chap. 51) or the 
functional analysis of Solonnikov [ 1, Chap. 41. 
We remark that certain assumptions have been made in order to present 
a simple, unified approach to the problems mentioned above. The basic 
ideas presented here are still applicable, although possibly with some 
technical complications, if these assumptions are relaxed. Such relaxations 
include decrease of the regularity of the boundary data on C, described 
below, and replacement of the cylindrical space-time domain Sz x (0, 7’) in 
Section 4 by appropriate non-cylindrical domains. The questions of 
decreased regularity, of higher regularity under suitable hypotheses, and of 
best Holder exponents are addressed in another work. 
1. INTRODUCTORY MATERIAL FOR ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS 
We define the operators L and A4 by 
Lu = a”D ..u + b’D,u + cu lJ in Q 
Mu = fl’Diu + yu on Z 
(l.la) 
(l.lb) 
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where D is a bounded domain in I&!” with C a relatively open (possibly 
empty) subset of da. We are concerned with classical solutions of the 
problem 
Lu=f,inQ, Mu =f2 on C, u = f3 on XJ\Z. (1.2) 
We assume C to have an inner normal v at every point and we assume 
(1.2) to be elliptic in the sense that 
4x1 rlt, 3 I5 I2 forallxEQ,5ER” (1.3a) 
Pi(x) Vi(X) 2 1 for all x E C; (1.3b) 
further assumptions will appear later. 
We now define weighted Holder norms and function spaces to be used 
throughout. For an arbitrary open set S and an arbitrary a > 0, we have 
the usual Holder norms 1 1 a;S. If 6 > 0 and a + b 3 0, we define 
Q, = {x E Q : dist(x, &?\C) > 6) 
Iul~~‘=sup6”+h ]Ul&<). 
s>o 
We denote by Hib) and Ha the set of all functions u on 52 with finite norm 
I u ( Ip) and ( u 1 u;Rg (for all 6 > 0), respectively. 
To consider spaces of functions defined on Q v Z, we introduce 
smoothness hypotheses on Z. Define 
and suppose that for each x0 in C, there is a neighborhood N, of x0 and an 
invertible mapping F such that F(N,) is a ball centered at the origin with 
F(N, nZ)= F(N,) n iw;;, F(xo) = 0, N,nZ=N,n%2. 
We say that C E C’ if for each x0 in C the map F has a continuous gradient. 
If there is a surface SE C’ containing Z, then we say that C E H, . We say 
that C E C” or C E H,, where a > 1 if the appropriate maps F are in H,. 
(We note that this definition of H, is not quite the same as that in [14].) 
As in [ 141, we can also define I f [Lb) if f is defined only on part of &S. 
Also, if Z E H, for some a > 2 and if N is an open subset of Q, we denote by 
a’N the closure of aN n Q and we define 
N'=m\a'N, C*(N) = C*(N’) n C(w). 
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Note that 8’N is the relative boundary of N’ in 52 u 2 and that 
C*(Q) = C*(i2 u C) n C(Q). 
Our Schauder-type stimate is just [ 14, Lemma 11, 
LEMMA 1. Define L and A4 by (1.1) with CEH*+~, where O<cc< 1 and 
let u E C*(s2 u Z) be a solution ef 
Lu = f, in Q, Mu = fi on C. 
If(1.3) holds, if 
and if b > - 2 - a, then there is a constant c, such that 
l~l$~~~<cJsup Id’ul + If,I:2+h)+ l,f,lI’++3~ 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
where d = dist(x, &2\X). 
2. THE PERRON PROCESS FOR THE ELLIPTIC MIXED 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
Our existence theory is based on the Perron process for solving Dirichlet 
problems [lS] with modifications as in [14]. We repeat here the basic 
definitions. 
Fix f, E C(Q), fi E C(C), and f3 E C(aQ\,Z). We say that (1.2) is locally 
solvable if for each y E Q u C, there is a relatively open subset N = N(y) of 
QuC with YEN, NcQ UC, and N= N’ such that for any h E C(d’N) there 
is a unique solution u E C*(N) of 
Lv=fi in NnQ, Mu =f2 on NnC, v=hona’N. (2.1) 
A subsolution of (1.2) is w E C(d) with w <f3 on IX?\Z such that for each 
y E Q u Z, if h 3 w on a’N( y), and if u is the solution of (2.1) then u > w on 
N(y). A supersolution is defined by reversing all inequalities. The set of all 
subsolutions (supersolutions) is denoted by S- (S+). 
As in [14] the definition 
U(X)=sup(u(X):uES-} 
gives a C*(Q u C) solution of Lu =fi in 0, Mu =fi on C under the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2 below. Further the weak maximum principle for 
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sub- and supersolutions [ 14, (3a)] and the property (P), given below, 
readily imply that u attains the boundary values& continuously on &Y2\E: 
(P) For each x0 E aQ\Z, there are sequences (w, + ) of sub- and 
supersolutions uch that lim,,,, w2(x0) =fJx,). 
To determine sufficient conditions that (P) hold, we shall construct 
special supersolutions. When dist(x,, Z) >O, the construction is well 
known, so we are interested here with the case dist(x,, C)=O. The 
appropriate condition on Q and C is a geometric one which we now 
describe. 
Let x,,~aQ and let (xl,..., xn) be a Cartesian coordinate system centered 
at x0. We say that 52 satisfies an exterior straight wedge condition at x1, if 
there are constants h,, 0,, e2 for which the cylindrical coordinates (r, 8, x’) 
given by 
rcosO=x’, r sin (9 = x2, x’ = (x3,..., x’l) 
are well defined and continuous in 
Q(h,)= {xEQ: r<h,, Ix’1 <h,} (2.2a) 
with 0, < 9 < 8, in Q(h,). For later use, we introduce here the sets 
C(h,)= (xEC: r<h,, lx’1 <h,l, (2.2b) 
V= (x E an\c: dist(x, C) = 0}, CJ = aQ\(C u V). 
If Q satisfies an exterior straight wedge condition at X~E V, if 
v(x,)= lim v(x) 
x - X” xtZ 
is the vector (0, 1, O,..., 0), and if x’ 2 0 for all x E C(h,), then we say that Q 
satisfies a straight C-wedge condition at x0. Finally, if there is an invertible 
C* map G: R” -+ R” such that G(Q) satisfies a straight C-wedge condition 
at G(x,), then we say that Q satisfies a C-wedge condition at x0. 
We illustrate these wedge conditions with examples. If ,J? and aQ\Z are 
C* surfaces with boundary which meet in a C2 (n-2)-dimensional 
manifold, then Sz satisfies a C-wedge condition at each point of V, the 
angles 13, and e2 can be taken to be 0 and 271, respectively, in this case. If Q 
is (the interior of) a convex polyhedron and if ,Z consists of pairwise non- 
adjacent faces, then Q satisfies a straight Z-wedge condition at each point 
of V. Moreover, any convex open set satisfies an exterior straight wedge 
condition at each point on its boundary. 
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An example where the C-wedge condition fails but not the exterior 
wedge condition is given by 
Q= (yeR3:O<y3< l,O<r< 1,y’>Oory2>0} 
C= {y~1352:y~=O, y’>O ory’>O, Y< 1) 
where r=((y’)2+(y2)2)“2. He re the C-wedge condition fails only at the 
origin because Z does not lie in a half-plane. 
In IX2 the wedge conditions are essentially cone conditions (although a 
domain with a cusp may satisfy a C-wedge condition) and the straight C- 
wedge and C-wedge conditions are equivalent. 
The C-wedge condition is used for the following barrier construction. 
LEMMA 2. Define L and A4 by (1.1). Suppose (1.3) holds and that 





If Q satisfies a C-wedge condition at x,,, then there are positive constants c2, 
h,, and A, with ;I, < 1 and a,function w(.; x0, A) continuous on Q(h,) for 
0 < A< 1, such that 
Lw < -c2ri 2 in Q(h,), Mw 6 -c2ri.-l on C(h,), 
c,(r’+ Ix’l’)6 w<rj-+ Ix’12 in Q(h,), 
(2.4) 
where Z(h,) and Q(h,) are given by (2.2). 
ProoJ Since our hypotheses are invariant under C2 changes of coor- 
dinates, we may assume that Q satisfies a straight C-wedge condition at x0. 
Setting 
w,(x; x0, 1) = ?-f(e), 
where f is at our disposal, we obtain from Miller’s polar representation 
[15] that 
Lw,=+ 2[a,I(A- l)f+2a,(& l)f’+a3(f”+Af)] 
+r”-‘[a4f’+a,Af+crf], 
where a, ,..., a5 are bounded functions with a, 3 1 and a3 3 1. Hence, if we 
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set H=4ja,j,+l, A=exp(-He,-l), and &=H exp(H(B,-8,)-3) 
and if we choose f(6) = 1 - A exp(H8), it follows that 
Lw, 6 -c,r”p2+c,r”~m’, r”/2<w,<r” (2.5) 
for some positive constants c3 and cq provided 0 < 1~ & 
Now on C(h,) we have 
Mw, =r”-‘[(P’ cos 0+/l* sin 0) 2fEf-t (-/?I sin e+p2 cos e)f’+yrf]. 
Since 1 p 1 6 B for some positive constant B, and since 
(v, + sin t?)‘+ (v2 --OS 0)‘~ (4B)-*, I v’l < (4B)-’ 
on C(h) for h sufficiently small, it follows that 
-p1sini3+p2c0s6)3& f11cos0+fi2sin0dB 
on C(h) if h is small enough. Noting also that exp(H0) > 4 on C(h) if h is 
small enough, we see that 
Mw, 6r” ‘[BA + c,h - (t) AH] on Z(h). (2.6) 
If i, =min{ 1, I,,,, AH/(4B)}, we infer the desired result from (2.5) and 
(2.6) by setting w = w1 + I x’ I * and taking h small enough. 1 
Solvability of (1.2) can now be inferred from Lemma 2, [ 14, 151. 
THEOREM 1. Define L and A4 by ( 1.1 ), where C E H, + z. Suppose that 
(1.3), (2.3a) hold and that 
c 6 0, Yd-YO (2.7) 
where y. is a positive constant. Suppose also that 
a”, b’, c are in H:, ; pi and y are in H’,,,. (2.8) 
If Sz satisfies a Z-wedge condition at each point of V and an exterior cone 
condition at each point of 0, then (1.2) has a unique solution u E C*(Q) for 
all bounded f, E H:, fi E H; + 1, f3 E C(aQ\Z). 
Proof: As noted before, we need only verify property (P). We shall con- 
struct only the required supersolutions, as subsolutions are obtained 
analogously. 
For x0 in V, Lemma 2 gives a neighborhood N of x0 and a function w in 
C*(N) such that 
Lwb -1 inNnQ, Mw< -1 on NnZ, 4x0) = 0, w>Oin N\{x,). 
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For x0 in g, [lS] gives a neighborhood N of x,, with WnC empty and a 
function w in C*(N) such that 
Lw<-linNnR, w(xo) = 0, w>Oin N\{x,}. 
We now set 
wf (xl =f3(xo) + min {(l/m) +K(m) w(x), cp+(x)l forxEN, 
=fdxo) + cp +(x) for x E Q\N, 
where cp + is the supersolution constructed in [ 14, Sect. 31 and K(m) is a 
constant so large that K(m) 2 Ifi I0 + Ifi (,, and (l/m) + K(m) w > cp + on 
a’N. It is easy to check that w, + is the desired supersolution. 1 
We note that a Fredholm alternative holds for solutions of (1.2). In par- 
ticular the inequality y < 0 in (2.8) can be relaxed to y < 0 when G is non- 
empty. We note also that the cone condition can be relaxed to the 
assumption that all points of r~ be regular for the operator L with respect 
to the Dirichlet problem. We refer to the literature (see the references in the 
notes of [ 10, Chap. 6; 123) general conditions concerning the regularity of 
points of 0. 
3. REGULARITY OF SOLUTIONSOF THE ELLIPTIC MIXED PROBLEM 
Using the barrier of Lemma 2, one can prove global smoothness for 
solutions of (1.2) under appropriate assumptions on the data of the 
problem. Rather than attempt a detailed discussion of such results 
including sharp regularity conclusions, we shall prove a simple version for 
Holder-continuous f3. Our discussion is modelled on [8, Sect. 71 and the 
proof of Lemma 3 below is based on [20]. 
A stronger version of the Z-wedge condition will be needed. We say that 
Q satisfies a global Z-wedge condition if there are constants ho, h,, 8,) 8, 
such that the following conditions (A), (B), (C) are satisfied: 
(A) At each point of V, Q satisfies a C-wedge condition with the 
same h,, 0,) Q2 for each point and the limit behavior of v being uniform 
on V. 
(B) The H, norms of G and G-’ in the definition of C-wedge con- 
dition are uniformly bounded. 
(C) If y ESZ and dist( y, V) < hi, then (with respect to some X~E V) 
we have r(y) <A,,, y’ = 0, and r(y) < dist( y, V). 
The r(y) given in (C) will be denoted by r,(y). By virtue of (B) the last 
inequality in (C) is just a normalization and (A) and (B) are just guaran- 
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tees that a single choice of the constants c2, h, and A, in Lemma 2 can be 
made for all x0 in V. Certainly the examples for C-wedge conditions in Sec- 
tion 2 also provide examples for the global C-wedge condition. 
LEMMA 3. Define L and A4 by ( 1.1) where Q satisfies a global C-wedge 
condition. Suppose that (1.3) and (2.3) hold. If Q also satisfies a uniform 
exterior cone condition on cs and a uniform interior cone condition on V, then 
there is a constant & E (0, 1) such that any solution qf (1.2) with.f, E 0 obeys 
the estimate 
Id-“ul,<c,(lul,,+ 1 f, 1:: "'+ I.r;Ib’-“‘) (3.1) 
whenever 0 < A < A2 and 1 d-“u I0 is finite. 
Proof. According to [ 151, there are positive constants c,, 6, ,I*, and a 
function w(x; x0, 3.) defined for O<jU<A,, x~E~, and x~Q’(6)= 
{xEQ: (x--,,I <S} such that 
Lw6 -c, IX-XxgI~~ * and c7 (.~-x,I”~~w6lx-.x,I’inQ’(6). 
By decreasing c7, 6, and A2 as needed, we conclude that there is a function 
IV (as in Lemma 2) for which inequalities (2.4) are fulfilled with c7 = c,, 
ho = 6, and 0 < i < E,,. We further decrease 6 so that 6 d h, and note that 
a, < 1. 
Now let z < 1 be a positive constant to be chosen. Fix El E (0, &) and set 
H=sup /d-“u), A=lul,b i'+if, I;:-"'+IfiIb' 2'. 
R 
Noting that the geometric onditions on Q imply the existence of a positive 
constant m such that 
2m dist( y, V) 6 max { d( y), dist( y, C)} 
for any y in Q, we define the sets S, and S, by 
S, = { ~EQ: 2d(y)>,dist(y, E), d(y)<m6] 
S2={y~Q:2d(y)<dist(yJ),d(y)<m~}, 
and set H,=sups, IdpAul for i= 1,2. 
To estimate HI, consider x in 52 such that r,(x) < 6, let x0 be the point 
in V given in the definition of r 1(x), and set 
T= {~ESZ(C~):Z~(J~)<~(~)}. 
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It is readily checked that Tc 52 u C and that 
ILul 6ArAP2in T, IMuI <AT’. -2rA -’ ona,T, 
IUI <Acv on a, T, I u I < Hs”r’ + Ati-~ *ri on a, T, 
where 
a, T= aTnZ, a,T= {ye JT: ( y’( =6}, a3 T= aT\(a, TU 8, T). 
We now apply the maximum principle to 
f u - (A/c7) T’ 2w - (H/c,) ?w - (A/C,) 6” ‘WI 
in T and evaluate at x. Taking the supremum over all such x yields 
c,sup /r,“ul<(r” *+~?‘).4+t”H. 
I, <(i 
Since dist( y, V) < 6 and 2mr,( ~9) 6 d(y) for y in S,, it follows that 
~,m”H,~((r”~~~+fi/:~*)A+~~H. (3.2a) 
To estimate Hz, consider x0 in o and set 
T={J~ESZ’(~G):~ I~~-x,I<d(y),2 II’-x,I<dist(y,L’)}. 
Noting that T and Z are disjoint, we obtain from the maximum principle 
that 
(3.2b) 
The desired result follows from (3.2a), (3.2b) and the inequality 
H<max{H,, H,, AmPA} upon taking r small enough. 1 
We remark that the finiteness of H can be proved when 1 .f, IO and 1 f2 IO 
are finite by applying the maximum principle directly to 
f u - (‘4/C,) hA 2w. 
In this case, the interior cone condition on V is not needed. 
THEOREM 2. Define L and A4 by ( 1.1) where C E H, + r. Suppose Q 
satisfies a global Z-wedge condition, and uniform interior and exterior cone 
conditions on IS u V. Suppose also that conditions (1.3) and (1.4) hold, that 
lim 6 ’ + ’ I hi I 2;Rn = 0, 
6-O (3.3) 
and that 0 < 3. <A,, where 2, is as in Lemma 3. 
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(a) If also 
I c 1:: “‘+ 1yj;: “< =c, (3.4) 
then any solution u E H$;: of (1.2) obeys the estimate 
lu lLj,‘6 ccl 40 + If, IY iI + I f2 Ii’+;-‘+ I .fi I,.). (3.5) 
(b) If also (2.7) holds, then (1.2) has a unique solution UE C*(Q). 
Moreover 
l4$,“,‘~ccIf,l~*- i)+ /.fI\‘+,i)+ Ifd;.). (3.6) 
Proof: As in [S, Sect. 71 we may assume that f3 = 0. 
In case (a) we note that the operators L’= atiD, and M’ = /YD; satisfy 
the hypotheses of Lemma 3. (3.3) implies that 
lh’D,ul~- i)gh Iul$,‘,‘+C(S)lU 0 
for any 6 > 0 (cf. [S, Sect. 4]), whence 
/L’u~~~~~)~6~u~~+j;)+C(G)~ulo+~cll:~~’Iulo+If,l~: i). 
Moreover, 
IM’uI:‘-“‘< IrIb’ j.1 luj,+ 1 f*lb’-2’. 
The desired result follows by using these last two inequalities in con- 
junction with (1.5), (3.1), and the monotonicity of norms I I ,$“I < C I I y’ 
(cf. [S, Sect. 21). 
For (b) we note first that (3.5) holds for u in Hi-;‘&’ by applying Lemma 3 
with operators L’ = agDg + c and M and then proceeding as in (a). We also 
note that the uniqueness of u follows from the maximum principle. 
To prove (3.6), let h E C’(R) such that h(t) = t for 1 t 1 < 1 and h(t) = 2 for 
I tI >3. For m= 1, 2, 3 ,..., define b~=mh(tf/m), f,,=mh(fJm), and 
L, = avDi + b:, D, + c, and consider the problems 
L,u, =f,, in Q, Mu, =f2, on C, u, = 0 on aQ\Z. (3.7) 
From the remarks after Lemma 2 and from Theorem 1, we infer that, for 
each m, (3.7) has a unique C*(Q) solution U, which moreover obeys the 
estimate (3.5) with I u lo replaced by I U, lo. Therefore, setting 
F= If, IL*-“‘+ 1 f2l\‘,,“’ and extracting a subsequence as needed, we see 
that if 
I~,/o~W (3.8) 
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then we may assume that (u,) converges uniformly to a solution u of (1.2) 
for which (3.6) holds. If (3.8) fails, then we may assume (by extracting a 
further subsequence) that 1 U, I,, > mF, in which case u, = u,/l U, I0 is an 
H$;$ solution of 
L,v, = g,, in Q, Mu, = g2,H on .L v,=O on dS2.E 
for functions g, such that 
I g,mlj;?-“‘+ I g 2m I+:)+0 I(‘- asm-oo. 
Therefore we may assume that (u,) converges uniformly to a solution of 
the limit problem 
Lv=OinQ, Mv=OonE, v = 0 on aQ\.Z. 
By the maximum principle u G 0, which contradicts I u, I,, = 1. Hence (3.7) 
is valid. 1 
We note that a Fredholm alternative again applies and that 
Theorem 2(a) continues to hold if c and y are replaced by their positive 
parts in (3.4). Also, Theorem 2(b) yields a regularity result. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, if 
Icl;2-“‘+ IyI’12--,i.‘< co, (3.4’) 
then (3.5) holds for any C*(Q) solution of (1.2). 
Pro05 Setting L’ = L - c, M’ = M - y - 1, g, =f, - cu, g, =f2 - 
(y + 1) U, and g, = f3, we observe that u is a solution of 
L’u = g, in Q, M’u=g,onC,u=g,. (3.9) 
Now 
1 g, 1(2-Q < 
a 1 filypQ+ IcIy-“‘lul()+ icl&2-~) Iz4Ip’ (3.10) 
and similarly for ga. Thus, Lemma 1 applied to (1.2) (with b=O) (3.10), 
and the monotonicity of norms imply that 
I g, l(2--1)+ lg I a 2 Y+-,“’ + I g3 II 
~~~I~l,+If~l~*~~‘+If*l’,‘~~~‘+If3l,~. 
Combining this inequality with Theorem 2(b) applied to (3.9) yields 
(3.5). I 
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4. PARABOLIC MIXED PROBLEMS 
Essentially the same arguments can be used to study initial-boundary 
value problems for parabolic equations; we indicate here the necessary 
modifications. 
Let 52, 2‘, D, and V be as in Sections 1 and 2, and define R’ = B x (0, T), 
Q(t) = Q x {t} and similarly for CT, etc.; we also write c7i for 6 x [0, T] u 
B(O) and 8,QT for the parabolic boundary, (&2)“u Q(O), of Q7’. Following 
[ 11, Sect. I.1 1, we introduce the Holder norms and semi-norms: 
Iul,=sup Iu/, 
07 
[u]% = sup { 1 u(x, t) - u( I’, s)l/( ( x - y I2 + 1 t - s I Y2 : x # y in Q, 
t # s in (0, T) }, 
(u).=sup{Iu(x, t)-u(X,S)I/It--S((‘+“)‘*:XESZ, 
[#sin (0, T)}, 
l4o=I4o+c~lz> I~Il+~=I~IO+~~~.+I~~l~’ 
Iul 2+x= lulo+ IWI+1+l4a. 
We also define 
I u / if’ = sup 6” + h I 24 I <,:Q;. 
b > 0 
- 
Finally we introduce the space C*(Q) = C’,‘(Q uC)“n C(QT) with C2.’ 
defined as in [ 11, Sect. I.1 1. 
We now consider the parabolic operator 
Pu=Lu-u,, (4.1) 
where L is given by (1.1) with coefficients now depending on t as well as x, 
and the initial-boundary value problem 
Pu =f, in Q’, Mu = fi on .X’, u = f3 on 0:. (4.2) 
We assume f3 to be continuous so that the compatibility condition of order 
zero (defined in [ 11, Sect. IV.51) is satisfied. As before we start from a 
basic Schauder type estimate. 
LEMMA 4. Let P and M be defined by ( 1 .l ) and (4.1), where C E H, + 1. 
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Suppose that (1.3) and (1.4) hold. Zf b 2 -2 -a then (1.5) is valid for any 
C**‘((sZ u A’)‘) solution of (4.2) where now 
d= d(x, t) = min{dist(x, aQ\Z), t”‘}. 
Proof. This result follows from the Schauder-type stimates of Solon- 
nikov [Ill, Sect. IV.2, (2.1) and (2.3)]. 1 
The constant C in (1.5) does not depend on T if the coeficients of P and 
M are time-independent; his fact is a simple consequence of the proof of 
(1.5). 
The existence theory for problem (4.2) is similar to that given in Sec- 
tion 2 and [14] for (1.2) with the following differences. 
We say that (4.2) is focally solvable if we modify the definition of local 
solvability for (1.2) as follows: d’N is the closure of d,NTn (QTu 8(O)); L, 
N, Q, and C are changed to P, NT, Q’, and CT, respectively, in (2.1). The 
definitions of sub- and supersolutions are also modified in a similar fashion. 
With one exception, [ 14, Properties ( 1 t(5)] and (P) are modified as 
indicated above: in [ 14, (3b)] (the strong maximum principle) we conclude 
either that w + = w - in NT or else u’+ > w in N(T). Local solvability, 
[ 14, (l)-(5)], and (P) imply that (4.2) has a solution given by 
u(x, t)=supjo(x, t):veS-}. 
The proof is same as in [ 14, Sect. 21 and Theorem 1 except that y and z in 
[ 14, Sect. 21 are replaced by ( y, T) and (z, t), where z E N and 0 < t 6 T. 
Verification of [ 14, (l)-(5)] is the same as in [ 14, Sect. 31 (but see below), 
by virtue of an additional barrier construction. 
LEMMA 5. Define P and M by ( 1.1) and (4.1) where C E H, + oL. Suppose 
thut (1.3) and (2.3a) hold: 
(a) rf (2.3b) holds, then there is w* E C*(Q) such that 
Pw*< -1 in .Q’, Mw*< -1 on CT, uz*>l inZ. 
(b) Zj’c < 0 and if y < 0 then for all d > 0 there is a constant c8 and u 
function w(x, t; A) such that 
Pw < -(A/4) t(” *)I2 in sZT, Mw < -c8 t’;.- ‘)I2 on 67; 
(1/4)t’~*<w<P2inQT. 
Proof. Since C E H, + oL, there is a closed, oriented C* surface S contain- 
ing C. We detine p’(x) = dist(x, S) if x lies on the same side of S as the 
inner normal to C and p’(x) =-dist(x, S) otherwise. Since p’ is a C’ 
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function near C with p’= 0 and Dp’= v on 2‘, it can be modified in a 
straightforward manner to yield a function p E C2(Rn) with p =0 and 
Dp=v on C. 
For (a) we let A and I’ be positive constants with r> supr ;‘. If 
w*(x, t)=exp(T(p-m$p)+ At) 
a simple calculation provides the desired result (cf. [ 13, Lemma 11) for A 
large enough. 
For (b) we let A E (0, l/(271)) be a cosntant and set 
w(x, t; 1) = t”*[ (i) - A arctan( pt - “‘)I. 
By direct calculation 
tc2-‘)‘*Pwd A(C+ (7cn.)/4) - (l/2) 
for some positive constant C (independent of 1) and 
t(’ - ‘“2M~ = -A/l v + y [ (3) - Aarctan( pt ~ ‘j2)] r’12 d - A. 
The proof is completed by setting cg = A = min{ l/(271), i1/(8C) >. 1 
We note that the inequalities c d 0 and y < 0 in part (b) of this theorem 
can be relaxed to the condition that ct and yt”* be sufficiently small. 
Since w* can be used to construct positive sub- and supersolutions even 
when (2.7) is replaced by (2.3b), the methods of [14] and Section 2 apply 
here. (But see [ 13, Lemma 1 ] concerning the maximum principles.) The 
verification of property (P) is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1 with 
the following changes. At a point (x,, to), where x0 E 6 and 0 < t, d T we 
replace the function w in that theorem by w + 6 / t - t, 1 2, where 6 is some 
small positive constant, and at a point (x,, 0) of n(O) we replace w by 
w + 6 1 x - x0 I*, where w is the function of Lemma 5 with 2 = 1. 
Local solvability is a consequence of [7, Sect. 3.41 for points in SZT and 
of arguments like those in [ 14, Sect. 31 for points in ZT. We conclude: 
THEOREM 3. Define P and A4 by (1 .l ) and (4.1) where Z E H, + 1. Sup- 
pose that Q satisfies a C-wedge condition at each point of V and an exterior 
cone condition at each point of 0. If conditions (1.3), (2.3), and (2.8) hold, 
then there is a unique solution u E C*(Q) of (4.2); further u E H;+,. 1 
The argument of Lemma 3 can be used to obtain Holder estimates on 
solutions of (4.2). Here we define S, and S, as subsets of QT via the same 
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inequalities as in that lemma, except that d(y) is replaced by d( y, t). We 
also define 
By decreasing 6, we can make ct and yt’12 small enough in S3 for the 
remark after Lemma 5 to be applicable. It follows that H, 6 C + H, + H,; 
with this additional inequality the Holder estimate is proved as in 
Lemma 3. The parabolic analog of Theorem 2 is an easy consequence of 
this Holder estimate. 
THEOREM 4. Define P and M by ( 1.1) and (4.1) where Z E H, + oL. Suppose 
Q satisfies a global Z-wedge condition and uniform interior and exterior cone 
conditions on cr u V. Suppose also that (1.3), (1.4), and (3.3) hold and let 
O<A<lL,: 
(a) If(3.4) holds, then (3.5) is validfor any Hi;‘&’ solution of (4.2). 
(b) If (2.3b) holds, then (4.2) has a unique solution u E C*(Q). 
Moreover, (3.6) is valid for this solution. 
(c) Zf(3.4)’ holds, then (3.5) is validfor any C*(Q) solution of (4.2). 
As in Lemma 4 the constant C in (3.9) for part (a) of this theorem is 
independent of T when the coefficients of P and M are time-independent. 
This observation is used in [13]. 
When we consider the Dirichlet problem, i.e., 0 = 852, our regularity 
result is similar to one of Cannon [S]. The biggest differences between our 
result and Cannon’s are that Cannon assumes a smooth boundary and 
bounded coefficients. He is therefore able to obtain Holder estimates 
directly. Further his estimates are valid iff3 is only Holder-continuous at a 
single point. 
We note that problem (4.2) is a “mixed” problem even if C is all of i3Q 
since then an oblique derivative is prescribed on part of 8,QT while the 
solution itself is prescribed on another. In this case, use of the barrier of 
Lemma 5(b) shows that solutions of (4.2) are in Hi. as long as f3 E H, and 
2 < 1. (This result should be compared with [21], where similar con- 
clusions are obtained by different methods for solutions of parabolic 
equations of arbitrary order.) For the solution of (4.2) to be smoother, it is 
clear that the compatibility condition of order one ([ 11, Sect. IVS]) must 
hold, i.e., 
Mfx =.fz on %2(O). (4.3) 
Our methods are still directly applicable in this case when f3 E HA and a < 3 
is not an integer. 
409 Ill 2-9 
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THEOREM 5. Define P und M by ( 1.1) und (4.1) \z,here z‘ = (1Q E Hz + t. 
Suppose conditions ( 1.3) and (4.3) hold: 
(a) [f 1 < 1. < 2 and [f the conditions (1.4) and 
</3’>;.- I + c-t>, I + /(do< 32 
are fulfilled, then for any f, E Ha ‘, I, ,f2 E H” ,+ z’), ,f3 E Hj, the problem (4.2) 
has a unique solution u E C*(Q) which obeys the estimate (3.6). 
(b) I” a”, b’, and c are in H,, and j’ and y are in H, + I, then for an) 
$w; f*EH,+, and f3e Hz+,, (4.2) has u unique solution UE C*(O). 
Ii 2 + a d C( I f I I1 + I .f2 I I + 2 + I .f3 I2 + 3). 
Proof: By virtue of Theorem 3, (4.2) has a unique solution in C*(Q). 
We need only verify the regularity of this solution: 
(a) Set v = u -.f; where .f3 has been extended to all of .Q “ in such a 
way that / f3 I $;“, < C I f3 1 i and set 
F= If, l:2m~i)+ I f21;’ “‘+ I fl;. 
Then 
1 Pv I < CFt” 2’i2 in Q7, I Mu I 6 CFt’” ‘)‘/’ on Z:’ 
for some positive constant C. Since v =0 when t =O, the maximum prin- 
ciple implies that 
Iv1 <((1/c8)+(4/A))CF~t 
where w is the barrier of Lemma 5(b). Therefore 
for some new constant C. Lemma 4 and this estimate for v give 
/ v 1; ;;?’ < CF, 
from which (3.5) follows. 
(b) Let gEH2+2 be such that g= 0 and g, = Lf; on Q(O), and 
I gl 2+srGClf312+a. If we set 




1 Pv 1 < CFt”I’ in Sz’, )MvI <CFt”p”‘/20n,Zr. 
The proof is completed as in part (a). 1 
This last theorem should be compared with [7, Chap. 5; 11, Chap. IV 
Theorem 5.31, where similar results are proved by very different methods. 
We note in particular that our Theorem 5(b) is a special case of this last 
theorem, which in turn can be derived from our result via a simple induc- 
tion argument. 
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